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This is a well written post.

Every dedicated Satanist does have a Guardian Demon assigned to them. This
happens both during dedication but this also extends before that for those who
have been with Satan. In all cases, one is in their attention.

In cases of extremely close bonds [one may not remember but some people do]
a deep fascination with the given Demon may arise at once when reading about
them, or at once even from an early age, as early as 5.

You could be watching a show obsessively for example that had the God Anubis
in it, and this fascination may have grown into someone.

Do not worry much about finding their "Name" immediately. Some people more
open may get this, some may not. But everyone has a Guardian. And you don't
need to understand this immediately. You can pray to them as "My Guardian
Demon of Satan, help me with this if you can. Thank you".

They will slowly build up their relationship with you as Ara says. As you meditate,
then this is when you'll become more open.

Every so often, you can go on the Demons section and look up there. Some
Names may speak to you or draw you in.

There is also something else that people have said, which is that if one is male,
their GD may be a female, and vice versa. This is oftentimes the case, because
people may need to become more in tune with the energies of the other side.
And people generally seek the energies which they are not, for example, males
seek the female.

But that is not always the case.

So, in general, meditate, and have an open mind. They are here for everyone. It's
just a matter of opening up the mind.
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